
WHITE HORSE MILITIA
Beginner’s Guide

This document will give you all the essential and basic information on what the 
White Horse Militia is and what is expected of you when joining up to this 
organization.

Basic Requirements for Eligibility to Join:
.Must be over the age of 18 (Proof of Age will be requested).
.Must be a resident of Kent for more than 12 years.
.Must speak Fluent English.
.Must be Physically Fit (Physical Training is involved).
.Must have no critical health conditions (Asthma, Cancer, etc..).
.Must undergo a Basic History and Geography Test.
.Must have no Ties to any Extremist Group (We will ask questions).
.Must have no Convictions that will make you ineligible for a firearm.

Joining the Militia is not the same as joining any other job, you will not be 
made to leave your current employment circumstances though we do treat the 
Militia in a manner that is similar to any other Armed Services such as 
undergoing physical training and exercises, conducting drills and expanding our
skill set to become a stronger and capable unit.
The White Horse Militia is a Voluntary organization or NGO (Non-Government
Organization) so we rely on donations from the public or local business but we 
also rely on personal investment (spending our own personal income or 
donation) for the equipment the organization relies on to remain functional.

We ask for basic knowledge in the form of History and Geography to ensure 
those who wish to join the White Horse Militia have a general understanding 
and love for the region they live in, we can’t have individuals joining our 
organization if they do not hold any value for the land they are fighting for, we 
are Proud Kentish Patriots, we hold our land in our hearts and spirit, this is what
separates the White Horse Militia from the current institutions that are the 
British Armed Forces and the British Police Forces, two organizations that do 
not hold the nation in their heart, but just after the government pension. To 
some that seems to be the current trend in society today, to us, we call that 
betrayal, they swore an oath to uphold the values of the nation, not enforce 
authoritarian rule upon the people or be defunded to be unable to defend the 
nation from domestic and foreign threats, that is why we were established.
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Why Are We Here?
This is perhaps the most important question to ask, why did the White Horse 
Militia get founded? We were founded because we see how dangerous our 
world is becoming, how corrupt our politicians are, how Authoritarianism is 
becoming the new rule of the Western World in the name of Social Justice and 
Diversity, the Liberal World Order has gave birth to Extreme Individualism that
one’s personal feelings now dictates how we all should live. While some 
individuals within the Militia do not smoke and never liked smoking, we do not
condone any law that seeks to bans one’s right to live their lives how they see 
fit as long as their actions do not harm another individual. The banning on 
certain dog breeds because of the inability of the owners to raise the dogs right 
is another law we do not agree with. These decisions are the results of people’s 
personal feelings.

But the most important reason why we were founded is because the UK 
government has essentially turned its back on Kent, we have seen an influx of 
increased crime in North Kent within the Commuter Towns because of the 
emigration of Londoners into the area, bringing drugs and gang activities on our
doorsteps, we blame this on the Mayor of London’s decision to make London a 
place for the Rich and Powerful and a city solely for the corrupt, can’t have the 
Capital looking like a cesspool can we? At least that is how it looks from our 
perspective.

Not only the crime wave coming from London but the illegal migration coming 
from the East, waves of illegals entering from our coastline is driving our 
county’s finances through the roof that it is affecting our local taxes and prices, 
more people mean higher costs of goods and slow wage growth, it is harder to 
increase one’s wage when you have a larger workforce to spread the money 
across. When the Kent County Council calls on the UK Government for help, 
we are always getting rejected, with Ebbsfleet and Ashford International still 
closed by Eurostar, this essentially cuts Kent off from both Britain and Europe, 
treating us more of a Buffer Zone, the problems we face in Kent with no help 
from Westminster and are expected to deal with the issues on our own is 
basically the Government telling us that we are our own Nation.

The White Horse Militia believes Kent should become its own Nation.
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Where Do We Stand?
The White Horse Militia in the eyes of UK Society and Politicians would look 
more like a Far-Right Extremist Group due to the values we believe in, but we 
believe we would be categorized as such because the UK Government and 
Society has moved too Far-Left that they left our traditions and values behind.

We believe in Individual Liberty and the representation of the common people 
as described in the Magna Carta and the English Bill of Rights 1689, This is 
why we believe in the right to keep and bear arms as stated in the Bill of Rights:
“That the Subjects which are Protestants may have Arms for their Defence 
suitable to their Conditions and as allowed by Law”. We believe it is our God-
Given Right to have Arms for our Defence, given the geopolitical climate of the
world and society in the present time, we believe these conditions are grounds 
for the people to have arms for their defence but the keyword to be noted in this
passage is “AND”, meaning the Law of the land determines that you have the 
right to keep and bear arms.

We are not Far-Left or Far-Right, we are Patriots of the land we love, Kent 
Nationalists if you want to get all dramatic and if Nationalism is deemed as Far-
Right these days, I guess that makes the Scottish National Party Far-Right too 
but we all know they are so far from the political right that they have a non-
Scottish individual as the leader of the party as part of their Woke Diversity 
practices. We in the Militia do not discriminate on the basis of Race or Gender, 
we believe in the ideas that we stand for, an idea that is not defined by one’s 
colour or gender, but by the mere fact that we are human, we do not choose who
joins the militia or our vision based on genetics, we base our ideas on one’s 
character, who they are as an individual because at the end of the day, a 
community is not defined by how you look, it is defined by what you believe 
and it takes individuals to come together for a common goal that makes a 
community.

We are communitarian by nature and these days too many people have become 
too individualistic thanks to Liberalism, Society cannot function when everyone
is only looking out for themselves, we don’t believe Collectivism is the answer 
either, we acknowledge Individuals have value, Collectivists don’t care about 
the individual, only the group matters to them, we care about individuals.
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What Groups Do We Reject?
The White Horse Militia rejects any Group, Party and Organization that 
practices Positive and Negative Discrimination, this is what sets us apart from 
the Woke Mobs like Antifa, Black Lives Matter and Far-Right Racist Groups 
like Neo-Nazis and White Supremacists. We also have no love for Communists,
Socialists, Democrats, Modern Liberals, Feminists, any group that stands for 
Collectivism because we see Collectivism as Anti-Liberty because they believe 
that if the majority wants something, they get it, we reject that idea because we 
believe Individuals Matter.

We know it sounds hypocritical to be Communitarian and Individualist as well 
because they sound opposite, in truth Communitarianism and Individualism can
work hand in hand as long as neither becomes extreme and the only way to 
ensure this is to be enshrined in a written constitution. We believe in Freedom 
of Speech but only for those who value Free Speech, which is why we do not 
want Collectivist Groups having a say when the ideologies they believe in do 
not accept or tolerate Freedom of Speech, we feel we shouldn’t allow these 
groups to have a say either, You cannot have Liberty if you allow groups that 
are Anti-Liberty to be involved, this is why the United Kingdom and the United
States have become so hyper-polarized, Extreme Individualism and Extreme 
Collectivism cannot coexist and neither can a nation that is aiming to become 
Multicultural, a Multicultural society is a society that will tear itself apart, this 
is why we believe in a Unified Communitarian Society that values the Liberties 
of Individuals and shares common ideals for the nation, a balance between 
Social and Personal Responsibility.

We reject the Present UK government because of their direction, they claim to 
be Conservatives yet not a single aspect of their policies have anything to do 
with Conservatism, I doubt anyone in the UK even knows what Conservatism 
even means anymore because if the Tories have adopt Labour positions, is there
even such thing as Conservatism if everything and everyone is moving in the 
same direction? We question this every day because we don’t believe progress 
for the sake of progress is a good idea, we kept laws such as murder and 
stealing is bad which are over thousands of years old, just because something is 
old, doesn’t mean we should cast it away but these politicians and activists 
believe the old ways are evil and wrong. We say their direction is wrong.
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Basic Wear
As part of a Militia, we encourage that all members wear matching attires 
though it is not mandatory, as long as we and the general public can identify 
you as a member, though we doubt most people would have the attire to begin 
with and can take time.

With that in mind, what we expect/encourage our members to wear:
.Black, Olive, Grey T-Shirts or Under shirts
.Olive, DPM Shirts if applicable, to match the trousers but not essential
.Olive, DPM jackets for colder climates and windy conditions
.Olive, DPM Trousers, be it combat or cargo or heavy duty trousers
.Any Heavy Duty Boots, combat boots, anything for rough terrains
.High Vis green for Humanitarian operations
.Olive, Black, DPM Chest Rig, not essential except training or combat
.Olive, Black, DPM Plate Vest, not essential except training or combat
.Any headgear is acceptable, though encourage caps
.Ballistic Combat helmet for training or combat

Generally our attire should be based upon the conditions of our environment, 
Kent is largely a green county and therefore we encourage DPM uniforms or 
Woodland, anything that is green that can blend with the natural environment 
though Olive is more ideal all round for rural and urban environments.

While we are not a Regulated Army but merely a Voluntary Force, we still aim 
to follow procedures that mimics that of any other military or law enforcement 
and if we ever find ourselves in a situation that may lead to potential clashes 
with military or law enforcement personnel, we will need to display a sense of 
professionalism and discipline to be seen as a force to be reckoned with, 
remember that our goal is not to threaten the local population or endanger their 
lives, but to deter the UK Government from contemplating any engagement 
against us by force.

This is why we believe matching attire is necessary as a show of force, power 
and organization, but wearing matching uniforms is not what makes us a 
formidable force, but the training we have to undergo to show we can stand 
against any threat both foreign and domestic.
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Basic Training
Basic Training is the most important factor for any military force, and it should 
apply for the White Horse Militia. We do not expect our members to undergo 
week long training because we do have lives outside of the Militia, we have 
families, jobs and other commitments but we do expect basic training at least 
once a week, more if you are able to.

What we expect from each individual is to be physical fit and capable, to be 
able to show discipline and endure physical tests and muscle repetitions to learn
how to act accordingly when under pressure and keep cool headed and 
calculated.

What training will involve and what we expect:
.We expect each individual to perform a minimum of 20 Push ups in one rep.
.We expect each individual to perform a minimum of 30 sit ups in one rep.
.We expect each individual to achieve 50-60 pushups and 80 sit ups a day.
.We expect each individual to jog up to 30 minutes without need of rest.
.We expect each individual to lift the equivalent of 20kgs without struggle.
.We expect each individual to walk up to 5 miles while carrying a full load gear.
.We expect each individual to learn about firearms and calibres.
.We expect each individual to train how to use firearms safely and effectively.
.We expect each individual to learn how to establish a camp site.
.We expect each individual to learn Survival and Crafting skills.
.We expect each individual to learn navigation skills.
.We expect each individual to undergo Rural and Urban Combat Training.
.We expect each individual to undergo Communications Training.

We believe this basic training to be essential to build a capable military force, 
while the British Army expects 42 push ups and 52 sit ups, we expect to hit 
roughly 50% of the regular army’s training, while physical exercise is one 
aspect of training, it is not the only aspect, and remember that the White Horse 
Militia is not a military force so we do not expect to perform to the same levels 
as a professional army but we do expect you to be as well trained as one when it
comes to combat as in the event of a skirmish, we will be fighting a guerilla 
style war so we may not be as skilled so we must learn to fight smart and 
tactically, plan and learn to rely on less conventional methods to win.
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APER
APER is an acronym we use in the White Horse Militia as a means of 
establishing combat and situational awareness, this system works in a similar 
manner as the military’s OODA doctrine. Understanding the APER method is 
the difference between life and death not just for military situations but in 
general walks of life too.

A = Assess:
Assess the situation you are in, are you in an area where you are exposed to 
risks and hazards or are you in an area where an incident or accident has 
occurred? You will need to assess your situation because if it is not you, it is 
somebody else and assessment is the most important component of life because 
learning to assess your circumstances now opens the door on what your next 
steps will be.

P = Position
Positioning yourself is a way to decide your next course of action, standing 
around isn’t going to make a difference to your situation, you have to be smart 
and get yourself in a position to act.

E = Engage
Engaging does not mean attack or push forward, but engage on your next 
course of action, do you move forward or move back, attack or retreat? Any act 
is a form of engagement so make sure the engagement you choose is the right 
move for you.

R = Repeat
Self explanatory, repeat the APER method in every situation you will find 
yourself in.

APER is something you do everyday without realising because we always 
assess our daily activities, position ourselves in preparation to engage in the 
activities we do and we repeat this method after every activity, so now you have
a basic understanding on what APER is, we hope this will be beneficial in your 
daily life as APER can help you focus on the task at hand, we like to use it as a 
motivational tool to help people be focused and disciplined in their goals.
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Specialization
Specialization in the White Horse Militia is needed if we want to keep ourselves
as an effective Militia Force, we may not have the equipment and funding as 
conventional military forces but we do encourage individuals to specialize in 
certain areas, driving a car is something many people can achieve with ease, but
flying a helicopter is something only a handful can do.

To make sure we can stand up to any aggressive force, we need to have the 
means to strike, specialized training will need to become necessary and the 
areas we need these specialists is listed here:
.Helicopter Pilots
.Boat Operators
.Armourers/Gunsmiths
.Engineers
.Reconnaissance
.Jammers/Radio Operators
.Aircraft Pilots
.Cooks
.Drone Operators
.Medics
.Snipers
.Farmers

We expect most people to undergo some basic specialist training like learning to
keep your weapon clean and functional, how to disassemble and reassemble 
your weapons, reading maps, stars and how to deploy from helicopters and 
boats efficiently. Other specialist training not listed but do including training to 
fight in cold and wet conditions, swimming/diving, IED and EOD training.

Remember that to be a reckoning force, we need to ensure our ability to strike 
back, we do not expect our goals of an Independent Kent State to happen 
without a fight so we will have to be as prepared as we can.

Each member of the Militia should have at least a minimum basic 
understanding of a Specialist skill in the event you become isolated, survival 
skills will be necessary to ensure you can handle your own.
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Activities and Interactions
Just because we are a militia does not mean we cannot do other activities, we 
like to see ourselves not just a militia, but a family.

We don’t want you to think you cannot be yourself or have no fun, each 
individual can arrange any activity they wish from bowling, fishing, camping, 
barbecue or a drink down the local pub, we want all who join to feel they are 
part of a community, we all believe in the same goals but we don’t see 
ourselves as Militia that cannot enjoy the simple life and social gatherings, all 
family members are welcome to partake in social interactions and activities.

Remember, we are not just a Militia Force, we are a Community and as a 
Community, we believe in being there for one another no matter how small or 
petty or big your circumstances may be, you are not alone and nothing cures 
better than fun and being with people you know and trust and who care for you.

If you like music, bring your instruments or your band if you have one, play 
football, rugby, learn off each other your skills, help one another.

Go hiking, see the sights, travel, you are not bounded here, we are a voluntary 
force and an inclusive community, sure we like to have guns, look like hardened
marines but the one thing this world is lacking these days is a community, we 
want to be the answer to that problem.

For years we have all been driven apart from each other because of longer work
hours to cover the bills, cost of living going sky high, these issues only persist 
because the sense of community is gone, the government is not helping the 
people, the people are not helping each other, our children becoming more 
distant from their parents because their parents are always working and the 
children are glued to their phones, the sense of community is gone, the lack of 
communication has led to societal degradation.

Only through building a unified culture and community will save us from the 
struggles we face, we needn’t have to face this crisis on our own, we should 
stand together, help one another through the hard times. This is why the White 
Horse Militia was founded and why the White Horse is a symbol of Hope.
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Final Notes
Now you have read this guide. We set up this beginner’s Guide so you have a 
basic understanding on who we are, what our goals are, the reasons we are 
established.

We are not your average little band of misfits, we are not disorganised activists 
that believes hiding our faces and wearing all black makes us brave freedom 
fighters like Antifa thinks they are. We do not care how the media portrays us, 
we do not care what the government thinks about us. We are not here to win the 
hearts and minds of the government or the media, we are Patriots who Love 
Kent and our focus is solely on restoring Freedom and Liberty to the Kentish 
People without the approval of Westminster.

We do not answer to London, we do not answer to Downing Street or the 
Houses of Parliament, we do not answer to Labour or Tories or any UK party, 
we answer only to ourselves and the people of Kent and the people of Kent has 
had enough of the ever expanding authoritarianism that is happening across the 
United Kingdom and the rest of the world.

It was our politicians that pushed the world to the brink of World War III, it was
our politicians that pushed to world to become more broken by favouring the 
rest of the world over their own people, it is the rule of the government that 
allows Terrorist sympathisers to march and protest in London and across Britain
without repercussion while British Patriots are branded as Far-Right Racist 
Thugs.

Unlike the other patriots, we actually have the balls to stand up for what we 
believe in, we have the will to fight for what we believe in, we will not back 
down, we don’t answer to British Authority, we reject Authoritarianism 
wherever it shows itself and we will no longer stand by and let our land be 
treated with disrespect.

We are the White Horse Militia, We Resist All Tyranny and We Fight For
Freedom.

To those reading this
YOU ARE THE RESISTANCE
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